Communication: A tractable design for a thermal transistor.
We propose a conceptual design for a logic device that is the thermal analog of a transistor. It has fixed hot (emitter) and cold (collector) temperatures, and a gate controls the heat current. Thermal logic could be applied for thermal digital computing, enhance energy conservation, facilitate thermal rheostats, and enable the transport of phononic data. We demonstrate such a device using molecular dynamics simulations that consider thermal transport across hot and cold solid Si regions that seal water within them. Changes in the hot side, or emitter, heat current are linear with respect to varying gate temperature but the corresponding variation in the collector current is nonlinear. This nonlinear variation in collector current defines the ON and OFF states of the device. In its OFF state, the thermal conductivity of the device is positive. In the ON state, however, more heat is extracted through the cold terminal than is provided at the hot terminal due to the intervention of the base terminal. This makes it possible to alter the transport factor by varying the gate conditions. When the device is ON, the transport factor is greater than unity, i.e., more heat is rejected at the collector than is supplied to the emitter.